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110 Laura cannon

of the suffering, it seems rhar this is generally done in order to identify that one is suf-
fering. That is, her requirement of the onlooker's objective iudgment of harm magni-
tude is not necessary for compassion regardless of Nussbaum udmnung that onlook-
ers often simply take the word of the sufferer.
4. The credit for tlus example goes to Barbara Andrew.
5. TI10se who have used such terminology include Ow-en Flanagan. Kathryn jack-

son. Anita .M. Superson, Margaret \X',lIker, and others. Seyb Benhablb uses me terms
of "concrete" versus "generalized" other to convey the same type of idea.
6. Or, possibly the agent was undcrreacring in me beating case.
7. However, I maintain that thL~notion of rationality seems to be a stretch from the

idea thai rationality involves a multistep reasoning process, and since my view of
compassion involves just one belief, il seems odd [0 judge the apprehension or nus-
apprehension of a single fact as rational or irrational.
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A Kantian Ethic of Care?
Sarah Clark Miller

when we encounter needy others, must we respond 10 them? I.., there a
moral obligation to care for them in their need? Must we also promote their
well-being? Is indifference to need ever morally acceptable? In shOI1, mllst
we care?
This last question should matter deeply to care ethicist'>. Through their

own inquiries, they have wondered if women are inherently predisposed to
care, how it is best to care, and whether it is good and fair that women have
been expected to care. Although these concerns are vital ones to raise, there
L<;,oddly, a fundamental question that care ethicist" have not often posed,
Doe thai Il13y he necessary to ans-wer in order to have an ethics of care at all.
This question is, "Must I care? And if I must, why nnrst I carer
In beginning from the predisposition to care (be it innate or socially me-

dialed), care ethicists build their project on a rather large assumption that
humans will care for one another by responding to present needs. But hu-
man reactions of indifference to need are Widespread. TIle level of will-
ingness and ability to rare for others inevitably differs from human 10 hu-
man. CMe ethics would therefore be well served to establish an obligation
lO care for one another-that is, a duty 10 care. lf a person must care be-
cause it is his or her duty to do so, then care ethics, instead of beginning
from the empirical observation that many (often female) humans do care,
can rest On the foundation of a universal moral obligation 10 care. In light
of the duty to care, the fact that women perform the lion's sh..are of caring
labor no longer remains a mere socioculrum! fact; instead, it becomes a
matter of moral tnteresr.
In this essay, I develop the duty to care. I argue that certain needs do re-

quire a moral response. Under the dury to care, moral individual" OlLiSI 'let

III
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so as to bolster and safeguard the agen(y of those in need. Substantively, the
duty to care features five qualities. II endorses a wide variety of forms of
care. It does not demand that caretakers feel certain emotions for their
charges. It places limits on the extent of self-sacrifice involved in meeting
others' needs. It is action oriented. Finally, it is nonpaternausuc.
I rake a unique approach to develop the duty to care, bringing Kantian

ethics and feminist care ethics into conversation with one another in order IO

highlight the exciting contributions that both have to offer this account. I pro-
pose that building on the Karuian duty of beneficence, one can articulate a
duty that explains 'why we are obligated to respond to certain needs found in
others Although the Kantian duty of beneficence provides some resources to
use in developing this explanation, 1 also employ a care ethics perspective IO

offer an important angle of critique through which one can see hath moments
when Kant's account fails (which I consider in a series of four objections) and
why care ethics must be incorporated into any worthwhile discussion of
meeting needs. 'rhus the duty to care, while drawing upon the duty of benef-
icence for its foundation, moves beyond it. Demonstrated through the duty to
care's responsiveness to perceptive objections that care ethicists might raise,
the duty to care emerges as a distinctive duty in it" own right, one sensitive IO

the moral concerns of agency, need, and care.

WHY A DUTYTO CARE?

More than any other philosophical orientation, feminist ethics has empha-
sized the inevitability of human need, mining this fact for its moral xignifl-
GIOCe and related responsibilities. I Care ethicists, in particular, have take-n
human need and interdependence as their theoretical starting points, offer-
ing theories acutely aware of and sensitive to the realities of neediness, both
public and private." But care ethicists may balk at the suggestion of a dUZV to
care, citing the myriad ways in which they take this concept to run counter
to the fundamental methodological orientation of an ethics of care. Thus, be-
fore presenting the content of the duty to care, it seems wise to address a em-
rial, initial question: Why even consider a dilly to care?

f grant that, at first blush, the notion of a duty to care may seem illogical.
Caring responses, especially as characterized by feminist ethicists, stem from
our relational ancclunem and emotional auunemeru to other people. \Y./ere-
spond to those in need not because we are obligated to do so but because
we are predisposed to Care and, equally significantly, because of our attach-
ment to those in need. To some minds, caring iL~elfis its own reward, inas-
much as it can be a deeply fulfilling activity. Care ethicists maintain that we
care for others' needs because we care about the Individuals with the needs,
not because we understand ourselves as bound by duty to act in certain ways
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(award them. Furthermore, an ethic of care maintains a general degree of
suspicion with regard to the moral tradition of obligation and duty, and
rightly so, given that it is a uncuuon largely indebted to culturally masculine
forms of philosophy. Why, then, discuss response to needs in terms of a duty
to care? Why would such a duty even be necessary?
In an ideal world, the amount of need present would equal the amount of

care available to be given freely. Although litis world may be one for which
to hope and work, it is a world that does not currently exist. With human flni-
tude comes a seemingly infinite wellspring of needs. Even though we are
clearly interdependent, the willingness of humans to aid in meeting each
other's needs rarely equals the amount of need actually present. Rita Man-
ning (1992) characterizes both a world of ideal canng and the discrepancy
with our current situation:

In the ideal caring sooery with sufficient resources to meet needs undto pro-
vide for some sort of flourishing, each of LIS would spend roughly the same
amounr of time being cared for. \'\It: would experience this as children and
adults. Hence, we would be surrounded by a nexus of caring. We would be per-
sons who cared for and were supported by a history of being cared for. We
would be free. to some extent, to choose whom to care for because there would
be others 10 provide for needs ;1l1c1for flourishing. We would not be totally free.
because social roles would commit LISto some responsibilities to care. It is not
dear that rules and righL~would playa very big part in this world, burthjs is cer-

tainly not the world in which we live. TIle people in our world differ in their
ability and their willingness to care for others. Since I am both a creuure who
can care and who needs cart:'. I would. if I were committed to Clring. be faced
with enormous needs for Girt: while someurnes suffering from ,I lack of caring
myself. (6)

t>'!anning calls attention to one key difference between individuals: TIley
do not all share the same ability or level of willingness to provide care for
one another. But the burden of care should not be shouldered solely by
those predisposed or socially required to give care, as such an arrangement
exacts an unfair price in terms of limiting caregivers own aspirations and life
projects. If all individuals were both willing and able to give care, no duty to
care would be necessary, ax many different kinds of people would engage
in caring practices, hence ensuring a fair distribution of the burdens of care.
With the knowledge that not all Individuals share such an impulse (be it "nat-
ural" or SOCiallycultivated), one motivating reason behind the duty to care
cernes into focus: Caring obligations should be fairly distributed. Rather than
leruug the responsibility to care fall on those who have traditionally per-
formed caring tasks, the Jury to care underscores an obligation that all indi-
viduals have 10 care, including those located outside the traditional caring
sectors of society.
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The distinction between natural caring and ethical caring can also help
make dear the necessity of a duty to care. Ne1 Noddrngs (2002) provides a use-
ful discussion regarding the difference between natural and ethical caring. She
explains, "The preferred ';vay of relating to one another morally can be called
natural caring. By 'natural"! mean a form of cuing that arises more or less
spontaneously out of affection or inclination. Natural cartng . . [does] not
require a special ethical effort; fit arises] directly in response to the needs of the
cared-for. No mediating ethical-logical deliberation is required" (29). Nocklings
contrasts the sense of natural caring 'with ethical eating, noung that

there urc limes, even in the closest human relations. when the feeling associated
with natural canng->'I n1usl"----cloes not arise spontaneously. 11H:~n,if we value
ourselves as carers, we summon ethical G.lril1g-a dutiful form of caring that re-
sembles a Karman ethical annude. On such occasions we respond as curers be-
cause we want to uphokl our ideal of ourselves ;IS curers. (29-30)

TI1US, Noddings underscores the notion that the duty to care Is required not
simply because we do no! live in an ideal world of ideal carers. It is atso re-
quired because even those engaged in intimate caring relations (in which
their actions generally spring from affection or inclination) experience mo-
ments when they resist meeting the needs of others, \V11en this happens, r
believe (contra Noddings, who rejects moral principles) that caretakers rely
on an understanding of what it means to uphold a principle of care. And ul-
timately, r argue, they rely on a duty to care. In accordance with care ethics,
all caretakers will at times identify which action" to take in accordance with
a moral principle-s-namely, the principle of care.

THE DUTI'TO CARE

A concern with human need rests at the core of care ethics' unique moral
perspective. Care ethicist" have often asserted that we do care for one an-
other, beginning the moral story from our embedment in relationships in-
volving response to need. Capturing this very sense in her characterization
of the difference between the justice and care perspectives, Carol Gilligan
(J 987) explains:

From ;1 justice perspective, the self as moral agent stands as the figure against a
ground of social relationships, judging the conflicting claims of self and others
again,;! a standard of equality or equal respect. ... From a cure perspective, the
relationship becomes the figure, defining self and others. Within the cornexr of

relationship. the self '1<; <I moral agent perceive,; and respond .. to the perception
of net-xl. TIle ...hift in moml perspe<-live L"Jl1:mife.'>l by a change in Ihe moml
question from "Whill is jllst?' to ~How to respond'" (23)
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At it.'>core, an ethics of care emphasizes that ethical practice sometimes
Involves the meeting of needs. To this end, care ethicists concern them-
selves with others needs and with determining the proper moral response
thereto- ..that is, with good forms of caring. Care ethics reminds us that be-
ing vulnerable and dependent-he it as children, injured or sick adults, or
infirm elderly persons-is Inherent in being human. Moreover, caring must
always be done inasmuch as there will always exjst human needs to be met.
Need, caring response, dependency, and vulnerability, though sometimes
treated peripherally in modern moral discussions, have not featured promi-
nently therein and therefore have not received adequate attenuon. Care
ethics invites ethical theorists to give serious consideration to the import of
such issues, often by raising a series of trenchant questions (scree of which
were offered earlier).
In addressing the largely unanswered question "Must I care?" the duty to

care establishes that individuals are obligated to respond to others' needs.
Limited to a reasonable scope, this obligation does not cover each and every
need-situation people encounter (through experiential happenstance) or of
which they have knowledge (through their particular epistemological
purview). Rather, through the duty to care, moral agents are obligated to act
with regard to a limited set consisting of others' consntuttre needs. in COD-

junction with the duty to care, constitutive needs require a moral response.
Constitutive needs arise in situations or conditions in which the agency (or
the potential for agency)! of nn individual is acutely endangered. They are
constitutive in that such needs must be met for an individual to develop,
maintain, or reestablish agency. The notion of agency at play in this account
is a robust one, spanning beyond the traditional characteristics of agency as
related to rationality and autonomy. Instead, the sense of agenq' I employ
includes not only rationality and autonomy, hut also emotionality nnd rela-
tionnliry. To be a full agent in the world, in the sense of being able to carry
out action effectively and to determine and achieve ends, individuals will
need more than capabilities provided by agency understood as rationaltrv
and autonomy. Some level of emotional anunement and relational ability
will also be necessary.
To be dear, constitutive needs are needs the meeting of which is essen-

tial to an individual's ability to be self-dererrmmng, in shon, to choose and
carry out action in the world. Having constitutive needs cared for is not op-
tional for the one in need. 11'such needs are not met, the needy individual
will experience significant harm. Examples of constttuuve needs include the
need for a healthy environment and the need for education. With regard to
the first, to become an agent and to maintain agent.y, one must be sur-
rounded by an environment tbar is sustaining rather than injurious. A hy-
gteruc, nontoxic environment is necessary. The second example of educa-
tion includes various means and modes of education. Agent" require some
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means of gaining knowledge about the world and learning skills designed
to help them function in the world.
The duty to care obliges others to respond to individuals" constitutive

needs so that those individuals can once again determine and seek their own
subjective ends (an ability many regard as being characteristically human).
In meeting their needs, the duty to care stipulates that moral agents are 10
take up and advance the self-deteruuned ends of the one in need and to pro-
mote their happiness. Limited to those needs which the needy individual
cannot herself meet, constitutive needs therefore require the aid of another-
Constitutive needs fume an aspect of human existence involving depen-
dency that is both inenaahie and lIecessary: Human finitude guarantees that
moments will arise for all humans when others must respond to their needs
if they are to continue to function as agents.
It is in light of humans' inevitable and necessary experience of depen-

dency and need that one can understand why moral agents are obligated to
meel the needs of others. The foundation of the duty to care becomes clear
when examining a related but little-noted feature of Kant's ethics. Although
the moral importance of human interdependence does not serve as a main
focus of the Kantian ethical program, contemporary interpreters have drawn
attention to the significance of Kant's implicit treatment of this quality, 3S

well as to the inevitability and inesca pabilfty of human need.' As a necessar-
ily interdependent bunch, humans require the help of one another in order
10 meet constitutive needs and therefore maintain agem,y. To elect a general
policy through which one would avoid the burden of helping others in need
by agreeing to never have other people meet one's own needs would
amount to choosing one's own rUin.6 All humans experience constitutive
needs and therefore require another person's attention and response in or-
der to meet these needs (establishing or maintaining their agency in the
process). Indifference to others' needs, while possible as a psychological
state, is not viable as an ethical stance, unless one wishes to he grossly in-
consistent.

FIVE FEATURES

The five central features of the duty to care, as articulated in consultation
with the Kantian duty of beneficence, are as follows?

1 The duty to care permits multiple oaneues of caring, hence accommo-
dating a reasonableSpall ofdifference tnforms of caretaking. Such ac-
commcdnuon becomes necessary in light of the reality that not all peo-
ple care in the same way. Rather than holding up one kind as the solely
legitimate, idealized form of caring, the duty to care makes room for
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cultural variance in caretaking practices. ThLs L<; because it shares with
the Kantian duty of beneficence the property of being a wlde dury,
therefore allowing for variance in the ways moral agent: .. (who nre dif-
ferently ,siruared) carry Out the duty. Ahhcugh under the duty to cnre a
moral agent formulates and follows a general policy of responding to
the con,stltutive need s of others, the duty to care doe.'> not inform that
agem which specific actions are required to fulfill the obligation. The
lack of spcciftciry, rather than being a weakness, encourages moral
agents 10 judge which actions will emhody a principle of care while ex-
hibiting a high degree of senstuvrry to the particulanues of the one in
need One should note, however, that although the duty 10 care incor-
porates a significant degree of latitude with regard to caring practices
that fulfill the duty, there are limits. Moral agents cannot respond {a the
needs of others in any way they !'>ee fit. Rather, they are limited to a
manner of meeting needs that preserves the dignity and fortifies the
agency of the one in need. This caveat ix necess.1.ry in light of the real-
ization thai -caretakmg" responses to need can he abusive and de-
meaning."

2. The dilly 10 care IUIJol,'eS a parncular killd of lone. namely. practical
love, as distingUished from experiencing lOlling feelings for another
person, It does not require moral agents to love their charges in the
sense of having loving feelings for them. Following a very perceptive
Kanttan insight, the duty to care recognizes that emotion toward an-
other cannot be commanded. A per,son cannot be required to feel a
specific way toward another person. He or she can, however, be obli-
gated to act in a certain manner. Practical love, under the dury to care,
obligates agents 10 act such that they are not indifferent 10 the needs of
other individuals and, furthermore, so that they respond to the consu-
tutive needs of others by taking up and advancing the self-determined
ends of those others. From a feminist standpoint, this second feature L<;
important for the way in which it guards against a culturally generated,
burdensome expectation for caretakers. In not requiring a certain af-
fective stance tOward others, the duty to care acknowledges tll:lt care-
taking can be Irying in ways thai sometimes produce negative emo-
tional responses. A mother, for example, may always love her children
in the sense of wanting what's best for them (and so wish to promote
their happine.<;s), but may not experience surges of pleasure in their ex-
istence Juring a clay's fourth temper tantrum.

3. ]be dilly 10 carp places limits all tbe extent of selj:sacrijke il/lIolLied
in meeting others' l1eeds. A<;I noted earlier, agent.<; acting in accor-
dance with the dUly to care arc not required to meet every single net."'(l
that they encounter or of which they have knowledge. Such a course
of actiOn would not, in any case, be possihle for a finite being. With
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the duty of beneficence comes a valuable stipulation that I develop
further and include in the duty to care' Caretakers are not to care to
such an extent that they seriously compromise their own well-being
and experience dire need, Granted, in meeting others' needs, some
sacrifice is inevitable; caretakers may come to experience some de-
gree of need as they care for others. The point, however, is one of de-
gree. And the reasoning behind this point is twofold: First, if carerak-
ers were to sacrifice a great extent of their well-being in caring for
others, they probably would not be able to SUStain themselves as
good caretakers of others. Second, in exclusively promoting the hap-
piness and ends of other people, caretakers would no longer he able
to pursue their own happiness and self-determined ends or life proj-
ects. In Kanuan language, such a course of action neglects a duty to
oneself: the duty to develop and increase one's natural perfection.
This duty to oneself places limits on the duty to care. Kant requires
that humans cultivate their own abilities and natural powers. Failure
to do so demonstrates a lack of regard for one's own ends. Accord-
ingly, the duty to care incorporates respect for an individual's per-
sonal development.

4. The duty to care is action oriented in two respects, both as regards the
caretaker and the one in need. First, the duty to care calls for action on
the part of the moral agent, as is the nature of an obligation. The goal
of the caretaker, when encountering another in need, is to act to secure
the ageo<y of the needy other. ln that the duty to care involves the no-
tion of oblfgauon. action in response to need is morally required. Sec-
ond, in conjunction with the duty to care, the needy individual's ability
to act in the world such that he or she can advance his or her self-
determined ends is cultivated, maintained, or restored. Thus the duty (0
care emphasizes the one in need's ability to act; that is, it emphasizes
the individual's agency.

5, The dilly to care is nonpaternatisnc, In exercising the duty to care,
moral agents are 10 promote the happiness of those in need hy ad-
vancing the ends that they aniculare as their own, TIle experience of
being need)' does not have to be accompanied by a further los... of
agency and self-determination, as can sometimes happen when one
has no choice bUI to accept the help of another. When at all possible,
caretakers are to advance the happiness of those in need by learning
about and furthering the ends that needy others determine for them-
selves, rather than imposing on them their own sense of what is best for
the care receiver. (One should note that inevuably situations will arise
in which those requiring care cannot determine or articulate their own
ends. Such cases, though worthy of moral exploration, are not the topic
of this current effort.)
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UMITAll0NS AND OBJECTIONS

Various aspects of the duty to care are appealing for the reasons mentioned
earlier. But care ethicists might Identify a series of limitations of the duty to
care, many stemming from its development in dose conjunction with the
Kantian account. In assessing the duty to care, a complete examination of
such limitations is advisable. I group the objections-c-as some of them are
closely related-a-into four main themes. (1) a distaste for duty, (2) a distrust
of principles, (3) the sllpreme value of rational agency, and (4) recogmnon
of and proper respon-;e to need. After consideration of each objecnon, I
sketch a preliminary response, assessing the severity of the objection in the
process.

Objection 1:A Distaste for Dury"

TIle first rather large objection can he amassed under the general impres-
sion that acting from the durv of beneficence is morally distasteful and,
moreover, altogether misses the real point of caring for other people." As
objectors have it, caring for another should not be about an obligation 10
provide for others' needs but instead should stem either from the affiliation
the caregiver has with an individual or from the emotions he or she feels for
him. II This sense arises with particular strength in the context of intimate re-
lationships. Acting from duty may not always be repugnant, hut acting from
duty in struauons involving needy intimates appears to be.
Parenthood serves as the paradigm illustration of this point. A parent who

spent years caring for her children solely out of 3 sense of duty to do so
would seem to he lacking in some essential element of moral (not to men-
tion parental) character. \'{ie might be tempted to say that this individual was
not acting as a parent at all. Intuitively, we may wish to assert that parents
care for their children because they are tbeircbttdren, it is because they love
them that they meet their needs so that they can grow, establish agency, and
flourish. Understandably, parental uneasiness arises in the face of the Kant-
ian dictate that moral motivation must not incorporate motives associated
with inclination and attachment. Many n parent might respond by asking, "lf
I do 110tcare for my children because I love them and because they are my
children, then what exactly i,s care?" Understanding this objection from the
child's perspective also drives the point horne. If a child were to learn that
the sale reason that his parent cared lor him was in order to fulfill a moral
obligation, he would understandably fed bereft of some crucial element of
his upbringing, namely being secure in the knowledge that his parent's ac-
tions were motivated by her love and care for him.
To clarify, two distinct strands of argumentation can be separated out from

the distaste for duty objection. Objectors allege that the duty to care gets it
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wrong (1) because it does not leave room for the motivation of need-meet-
ing based on the ties of relationship and (2) because it turns ;I labor of low
into a cold calculation of the Categorical Imperative or into a mechanistic
meeting of a moral mtrumum.'! Marcia Baron insightfullv identifies the
twofold negative effect supposedly brought about by this pair of objections.
Acting from a duty to care (from the principle of beneficence) alienates
moral agents, inasmuch as the appeal to beneficence ;IS an obllgatton dis-
tances them from a personally involved kind of understanding of their rela-
tionship with the one in need and from their affection for the needy individ-
ual. In addition, the duty to care supposedly cultivates the wrong ethical
comportment toward others, legitimizing responses that merely meet a min-
imum moral requirement." Ideally, the objection continues, moral agents
would respond to the world's ilIs--whether or not located in their homes--
out of some morally laudatory sense such as care, respect, sympathy, or a de-
sire that others avoid harm. TIle duty of beneficence, with its seemingly cold
argument for the care of others based on an acknowledgment that a princi-
ple of nonbeneficience cannot be willed as a universal law of humanity,
does not seem to pass muster.
The concerns raised here merit serious consideration. Does Kant underes-

timate the moral value of relationship, including its affeccve components of
connection and senmnent?':' Does his ethical program foster alienated, inti-
macy-squelching moral agents? Both Barbara Herman and Marcia Baron's in-
terpretations of Kant are highly instructive on this point and offer new un-
dersrandmgs of his practical philosophy that are sensitive to concerns of
Intimacy and vulnerability.'> A large share of the difficulty lies with a com-
mon understanding of Kant's ethics as the pinnacle of impartialirv. There is,
of course, much textual support for this line of interpretation. Although 1 will
not endeavor a full assessment of the role of impartiality in Kant's ethics (as
that is not tile focus of this essay), I will underscore several elements related
to the duty to care that offer the possibility of an amended interpretation.
With regard to a Karuian evaluation of motives of connection, Herman

(993) cautions, "in acting from a motive of connection l must also recognize
that I am in circumstances in which action is morally required, be willing and
able [0 act even if connection wavers, and act only on the condition that the
particular anion I am moved to take is permissible" (186). Here Herman cap-
tures :1 valuable feature of the duty to care, one that I underscored earlier.
111e nature of relationships and emotions toward those with whom we are
intimate fluctuates IXISedon any number of relevant factors. Although we are
not and can not be required to feel a certain way toward those whose needs
we meet, the duty of care does require that we care for those with whom we
are in connection and that we do so by acting toward them in ways that are
morally permissible. Regarding the latter point, we cannot, for example, de-
cide to maim another individual as recompense for their having cheated a
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loved one out of a large SUIll of money. In addition, some degree of impar-
tiality may indeed have an important role to play in relations with intimates.
Faced with the competing consnrunve needs of two of his children, a father
may choose to meet the more dire need of his younger child for lifesaving
medical attention before meeting the need of his elder child for education
(say, in the form of tuition to attend a private school). Even though the elder
child's constitutive need for education is denied in the immediate moment,
he can (hopefully) rest assured that his father has his best interests at heart
and his well-being in mind. That this is so, however, does nOI automatically
translate into the priority of that child's needs. The father wiJI do his best 10
cultivate the agency of the elder child, but tins does not rake place in a world
composed of two persons; additional needs will press in on this dyad (needs
of the community, of the father himself, of war-torn nations situated far away
from their suburban home, etc.), with the result that sometimes the child's
needs will not be me first mer. Tins is not to deny the unporrance of special
duties to intimates, hut only to note that the needs of the child are not given
strict lexical priority. Circumstances sometimes call for 2 balancing of duties
to intimates and duties to strangers." Reasoning in conjunction with impar-
tiality helps to bring other needs to the father's attention, and correcuy so.
Thus, although the duty to care may initially seem morally distasteful, we
begin to see the useful pllrpo.~e!; it can serve.

Objection 2: A Distrust of Principles

Feminist ethicists have often voiced a slgnificanr distrust of principles in
ethics, as such approaches have been largely synonymous with ways of do-
ing philosophy indebted to masculine traditions. In particular, care ethicists
have challenged the central Importance of appeals to rationalistic, universal
principles, opting instead for context-sensitive, particular ethical processes.
A frequent foe has been Immanuel Kant, whose ethical system, to many
minds, epitomizes the principle-oriented approach. Kittay and Meyers (987)
characterize the dash between the two perspectives. 'The morality of rights
and abstract reason has been formulated in terms of universal, general prin-
ciples, whereas the morality of care and responsibility has been voiced
through narratives that specify fitting responses to proximate situations" (11).
Typically, the understanding has been thai an approach of deductively ap-
plying prilldples TOparticular situations has little place in an ethical method
as context-sensitive as care erhtcs."
Quite obviously, the account of the duty to care that I advance draws

heavily on a Foundational principle-namely, beneficence. Given the con-
cerns just aired, such a move requires e:"planation, if not justification. Often
when reading works of care ethics, I have been struck by the sense that care
theories are based on a principle, what I earlier identified as a principle of
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care. Although they supposedly block the involvement of principles in their
accounts. it appear~ thai the processes of moral reasoning that care ethicists
incorporate ultimately appeal 10 a general principle to care, albeit one de-
ployed with a great degree of sensitivity 10 particular situations.
To he dear, [ am not trying to make the claim that the entire methodology

of care ethics can be subsumed under traditional, principle-oriented ap-
preaches." The development of care ethics has been centrally important
both because of the challenges it has presented to more traditional forms of
philosophy and because of the numerous original insights it has offered.
Rather, I am making a smaller claim thai care accounts draw on a principle
of care, sometimes wittingly, but often unwnnngly.'"
In accordance with the principle of care, those doing the caring ensure

that individuals have their needs met and thereby avoid harm and prevent or
relieve suffering. As I see it, the principle of care i.<; not simply concerned
'with ameliorative measure."; it also promotes the well-being of individuals,
inasmuch as caring individuals who determine what to do in any given sce-
nario will hope 10 preselve, promote, or restore the agency of the person for
whom they are caring. According to the principle of care, caring agent" nur-
rure the needy into agents in their own right. A strong awareness of the in-
terdependent nature of people informs the principle of care, helping moral
agents to know how best to respond to the inevitable demands of care in a
very needy world. In explaining what I understand the principle of care ,0
entail, I find thai il resonates strongly with Kantian beneficence, even though
there are shortcomings in what Kant has to offer, shoncomtogs on which my
account improves.
One case in point: Kantian beneficence does not incorporate the sensntv-

ity to the particulars of the care situation that care ethicists so brilliantly de-
velop. But in accordance with my understanding of the duty 10 care, we see
that principles are not meant to tell us exactly what to do in every situation.
111eyare a guide of soft", serving as a way for us to understand whether our
response to a particular situation is morally required or whether a certain
contemplated course of action is morally permissible. The duty to care serves
as a strong guide and is meant to be employed in a way that is highly semi-
tive to the particulars of the need situation.

Objection 3:The Supreme Value of Rational Agency

A third possible objection involves concerns about the notion of agency
employed in the account of the duty to care. Specifically feminist ethicists,
not to mention ethicists of several other theoretical persuasions, question the
nature of the Kantian agent, wondering if rationality and autonomy, under-
stood in the Karuian sense of the ability to give the law to oneself, should
serve as the measure of moral agency. Putting to one side concerns regard.
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ing the aCCUf<Kyof interpretations maintaining thai Kant upheld rational
agency-to the exclusion of mere membership in the human species-as
that which bestows dignity on us, Kant did rather clearly assign supreme im-
portance of some son to ranonalrty." Do these features of the Kantian ac-
count limit us usefulness for any project focused on care, Inasmuch as such
a project, as understood from a feminist ethical perspective, would wish to
include other qualities, for instance those related 10 emotion, vulnerability,
relatedness, and dependence? Are the limitations so significant as 10 render
Kant's duty of beneficence unhelpful in the present context?
In developing the notion of the duty to care, my chief aim is not to remain

true to the Karman program but rather to generate a philosophically inter-
esting and viable concept. It seems that with regard to this particular and ac-
knowledged point of limitation, recent work done in feminist ethics, which
develops an expanded notion of agency, provides an essential supplement."
TIle duty to care features a robust account of agency, one that extends he-
yond individuals' rational capacities and their autonomy. Relational and af-
fective capacities also figure prominently, as noted earlier. Agency under-
stood in a robust sense integrates all of these components, as acting in {he
world takes place mOSIfully through their concomitant functioning.

Objection 4: Recognition of and Proper Response to Need

1110se vorcrng the fourth objection might charge the duty to care with be-
ing too "thjn" a duty, inasmuch as it does not directly establish how moral
agents are to recognize and respond fittingly to need in their midst. Are
moral agents ever able properly to recognize forms of need when they en-
counter them? The ability to do so is a skill of moral perception. Accurately
perceiving others' needs proves to be trick-y business; moral agents can sim-
ply err in discerning what other.'; need,22 Is an agent morally culpable for not
being able to recognize various forms of need? Even if agents can recognize
others' needs accurately, it is not at all clear that they will know how best to
assess needs in order to formulate the most appropriate responses thereto.
In addition, the ways in which caregivers choose to meet needs can create
further difficuhies."
Turning to Kant for guidance on this point proves to he dlsappolntlng. Al-

though one could perhaps wrangle preliminary suggestions from Kant's
work regarding how cartng responses are 10 lake place in relation to need,
in truth, the account of beneficence does not offer complete formulations
conceming questions of recognition and proper assessment of need. Deci-
sions of moral perception and proper contextual response happen at the
level of morn] judgment. Determination of the grounds of the duty to care
ts a different task, one concerned with universally hinding obligations
ruther than with the Widely varying ways in which such an obligation can
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be carried out in particular contexts'! Moving beyond Kant, care ethics has
many notable contributions to make-for example, in the areas of moral
judgment and perception.

CONCLUSION

The overarclung goal of this essay has been to develop the duty to care as a
requirement for moral agents to tend to others' constnuuve needs by culti-
vating, maintaining, or res ronng the agency of those in need when such
agency is in danger of being lessened or harmed. The five main features of
the duty that I detailed here exhibit the strengths of the account. The four on-
jections ami responses thereto serve as a clear indication of the fruitful in-
terchange possible between Kantian and care ethics. What I have offered
here represents only one symbiotic moment in what could certainly be a
longer conversation between the two, a conversation that I understand to he
crucial for developing a nuanced philosophical account of the interplay of
agency, well-being, and the meeting of needs.
Finally, in answering the question "Must I cue?" with a qualified yes, the

duty to care advances the general project of care ethics by grounding it in an
obligation to care. Although all experiences of cue will not and should not
be fostered through an obligation 10 respond to need-because the exis-
tence of "natural" forms of caring have their legitimate place as well-the
duty ro care carries with it an implicit moral demand calling for both genders
to engage in an equitable sharing and shouldering of both the benefits and
burdens of care.

NOTES

I would like to thank Barbara Andrew, Jean Keller, and Lisa Schwartzman for their
helpful conuneuts on rhls eSS:IY.

1. A general note on how I employ the terms need and core. In this chapter, I will
address ;1 particular subset of all possible needs, WIWl I cull coustuurtoe needs. The
second section of this essay offers all extended definnion of this term. for the mo-
ment, it will suffice 10 note that my focus here is on rn needs that must be met lest
serious hurm result to the individuals in need and [0 their agency (inchoate or other-
wise) und (2) needs Ih,1\individuals are not capable of meeting themselves. The term
cure denotes an intricate relation of response to need in which a caretaker perceives
need(s) present in another and reacts so as [0 fos[(;r, reslore, or maintain the agency
of the needy individual. II is importum to emphasize :ll the outset that not every hu-
man need em be mel through the rare of others. TI10o;ethat cannot he met in such a
fashion <Irenot the subject inaner of Ihis essay. In addition, acts of caring do not ,d-
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ways have as rhetr goal the meeting of others' needs. Even if acts of caring do have
litis as their goal, they do not ;lhv:Jys successfully achieve the gmJ. \'\7hiJe not fully
coextensive, needs and acts of caring often do overlap, as when an individual expe-
riences a need that another meets by canng for them.
2. I do nOI mean to ~'uggeil. that care ethicists offer a monolithic theoreucat pro-

gr.affi. There are important ctufercnces in the content and methodology of different
versions of care ethics. The general claim can Ill:' made, however, that C;lJ"Cethics as
a whole has given I11me attention to issues of human need than have other philo-
sophkal approaches.

3. See the discussion of N(x1dings and moral principles in note 17.
4. Agency is nOI stauc, that is. it is nor a stare achieved once and for all. Rather;

agency can fluctuate and admits of degrees. In addition, incompletely formed or e.s-
l ablished agency C<lI1 result from any number of unfortunate circumstances, includ-
ing, but not limited to, situations of oppression and deprivation.

S. see Herman 1993, 2002; Baron 1995; oteeut rsss, 1986. 19R9.
6. See Kant's fourth illustration of the CaregoncalImperanve in the GnmdleRllIIg

(Ak.VllI: 423). References to K:mt"s work will follow the author-date system. hut lISC
the volume and page numbers of Kouts g,>salllmelre Scbrtftetr. edited by the K611{glicb
Preusstscben. Atzademte der wtssensclxiften (Berlin: walter de Gruyter).

7. These five features draw upon dements of the Kantian duty of beneficence as
developed by Kant in both me Merapbysik der Sitten (specific-ally, the TlIgend/ebre)
and the Gntlldfegllllg. See Kant Ak. VI and Kant Ak.vttt.

8. Elsewhere [ argue that the manner of meenog needs associated with the duty
to care must adhere to forms of dignifying care. see Miller (fmth("(lllling).

9. TIlis [lrst objet1iOn is an e-·,;rension of the gener:ll objection to the idea of a dLlly
10 care, included earlier.
10. J would like to lhank Dehorah Tollefsen, i\-Iary l3-eth i\-I;\der. and Sara

Beard<;wonh for emphasiZing this point with 1m: during my visil to MemphL~ in
January 2003.
11. \,(Iith regard 10 emotions in p;lrticLllar, sever;lllheori5L~ have fe<."Cnllyexplored

the possibility that dut}' and emotion could function logether in the motivation:J.l ~'on-
text, thuS crtating room in the Kanlian Fr:lJuework for motivating fLo-dingsin actions
with moral Worth. With this suggestion, however, comes the rdaled dlarge of
overdeterlllinism. I do not lre;lt these issues in the prt:.~nt \volk ~ Hen:;on (979)
and Herman 0993:1-22),
12. Baron (1995) also provides a discus.."jon of these objections.
13. see Baron (1995).
14. HerI1l;m 0993:1R6) questions whether it is Important lilat (;onnection he un-

deI5EooO as haVing mar,tl v;llue, sugge.~ting that the value of ("Onne<..1.ionmay be of
one kind alid the value of morJ.lity a different kind.
IS. See HelTJ1:ln0993;184--207; 2002) and Baron (1995).
16_ B,lrlxlra Andrew Gllled Ihi~ point to Ill}' anention. &.---e SIOle (2ooI:69-79}
17. Early on, NeI N(Jdding.~ formu!:lted Ihe care ethit~ stance ap:ain~t moral princi-

ples, In'itead elnbracing an ethical ide:ll of caring. ~E\'el)·thing depend~ on the mtture
and SlfCngrh of this ideal:' Nodding.'> O$lR4) e..xpl:lin.., -for we shall not have absolUle
Principles If) guide LlS_[nd~. I sh.111reject ethics of principle as amhigllolls and un-
Slable. \'\/hert:\'er there i~ a principle, there is implied its exc:eption and,' t{Xl often,
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principles function to separtne us from each other" (5). Noddlngs incorporates sev-
eral different claims in her statement. She rejects principle-based ethics on four
grounds: that they are ambiguous. that they are unstable, that they have frequent ex-
ceptions, and that they separate people from on..: another.
18. Neither am I seeking to defend the entirety of the Kantian ethical approach. A

question then arises concerning the place of my work with regard to the eruirery of
Kant's system, a question that I CAnnot ;Iddrc.-"S in the present context.
19. Even Nodding.<s (2002) account appeals to an "ethical idea!" that, although

very different from Kant's notion of beneficence, in thai it includes a high degree of
empirical information and anthropology, bears a .~lriking resemblance to a principle
of care.
20. For a detailed discussion of Kant's general theory of rational agency and its re-

lation 10 moral agency (and mO!":I!psychology), see Allison (990).
21. Set: Mackenzie and Stoljar (2000),
22. Tronto 0993:137-41) raises this concern.
2.1. In tho.:four stages of caring that she establishes, Joan Tronto (1993) includes a

stage with a specific focus on the cure receiver, in an effort to determine whether the
one cared for experiences her needs as being mel. Such a move underscores the iru-
portan ..-e of avoiding J defective approach present in many need-response accounts,
including Kant's. the assumption of tlie adequacy ,111(1accuracy of deftntuons of need
held by moral agents who provide cure may gener.ne supposedly "caring" responses
from caretakers that bear no real relation to the subjective perception of need on the
pan of the care receiver.
24. It would be incorrect [0 $IY. however, that Kant's ethics offers no guidance

with regard to the level of moral judgment. Contrary to a well-worn criticism of Kant,
one that appears to rely exclusively on the Gl"lllIdlegulIg, flliling to <.·onsider olher as--
peets of hi.';corpus, most notably lhe Melapbysi{,; del" Sitlerl (see Kmt Ak, VI and Kant
Ak. VIII), Kant does pennit indusion of the ~'ontextual ;Lslx:cts of situations into moral
judgment as 1Ipraaice. For rellltL"<.1discussion. ~e Henll<LO(l993)
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